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other women

yesterday-
The £55,000

centre, aimed at reaching women
who cannot get to the town hall,
was launched by Ken Llvingstone's
girl friend Kate Allen, who is ‘chair’
or Camden Council's Womeifs
Committee, in North London.
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ink ad
A PINK and mauve bus

“M ‘L mow designed to help lesbians and
.4 T‘

°‘“ gneil. 3°‘ uovm ; mil it'll
with social

problems was on the road

By INTHUNY DURAN,

Home Altair: Correspondent
*%_ - 1,— 4-174:1, Jli;

- councillor Cathleen Malnds, a member
mobile advice or the committee, as ‘a waste of rrioney

on small groups like lesbians which
will outrage the feelings of great num-
bers or ordinary people.‘

The double-declrer has the words
Camden Women‘: Bus, Mobile Advice
Centre painter. on the outside in Eng-

'I'he project was criticised by Tory

L

llsh and rive Asian languages--Urdu,
Gujarati, Bengali, Punjabi and Hindi,

TWO lesbians liovl been
soclred by o nursery school
ofler complaints of discrimi-
nation ogoinst boys them.

Child care workers Janet.
Pearce and Ltz Thornas laced 1
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string oi’ aliegatioiis from
parents.

Ms Pearce was said to
have lei the boys run wild
while she concentrated on
the girls.

one mother said that
her tour-year-old daughter
was "ridiculed" by Ml
Pearce.

Bile said the girl will
telling her triends at the
nursery that she was
going to be ii bridesmaid
when Ms Pearce told her
it was "stupid to be s
bridesmaid and stupid L0
get married". _
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l By MIRROR REPORIER I
Iieainst them of “sexist
ll Lltudes and indoctrina-
tion with extremist
ideas."

NUPE official Bernie
Grant, who re resented
the women at fill? hear-
ings. laid they denied all
charges.

lie claimed the women
were the victims oi a
witch hunt because they
were lesbians.

But Mel Bezant, chair-
man oi’ the rnanagenient
committee, denied the
v-oineri were victimiscd
because they" we": gay.
Q Mirror Comr ‘age I

' Accused _ ks kl
Ms Pearce was sl_sr' ~

accused of upsetting '
children bar sayliig ~
was no Fa her Ch’
Then she prf‘
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Greek and Chinese are to be added
later.

Inside on the top deck. a poster pro-
claims ‘Lesbians are coming out . . .
in full force’. A black cat is passing by
with a bubble showing its thoughts:
‘Lesbians are everywhere.’

The poster also shows two women
kissing, and a woman carrying
another woman over the threshold
while others declare ‘Bluek People
Against State Brutality’.

Three women-an Asian, it West
bus. Their wages bill totals $333,000
a year. Two oi’ them were taught to
drive by London Transport.

Indian and one white--will run they
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Q? Q case of lesbian \° it-‘ ‘°”""=>"l““‘ "' ~>~"l"~°‘*"”
midwife

Mornlri Star Re orter®,.,_G° 1 r P
I 50 ‘K T_H§ 'N'ATl_()NA_iL Council For

;.'~$‘ -:-'i‘- Civil Liberties is askin Social16- ,1 . . R,_.,_qr_\\-,\_ Services becretary Barbara Castle
\.,_~.'e__6\ to infesiigate ‘an area health
‘\$“K,_,- aurh_oritys discrimination against
\ a midwife active in th Ca '\\ e mpaign

for Homosexual Equality.
‘Veronica Pickles. a mi-iwife
working in Milton K&y"~"s
(BUCKS). was withdrawn from .
course_for -health visitors by the
authority because of her public

. work as a CHE convener; -'
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Ms Pickles had,made_ it known
to the authority some time ago
that she was a lesbian, and fhg
employers accepted this. Hgw.
ever, it seems that public knowl-
fldiill of Ms Pickles’ activities was’
a ditferent matter.

3% 11I_d_ been accepted on a
health visitors course. but tihe
@111-vloyers blocked this after the
flmftflrfliioe of a sympathetic
!"‘“¢1° "1 l-11¢ '10‘-1111 PIIPCF rcPort-
Il1S_hcr work as a CHE convener,
Suiting the article might “advgf
Sty alic.-ct" he-r-acceptability as 4|
health visitor.

According to Ms. Pickles, she
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Lesbian Employment Rights

Lesbian And Gay Employment Rights



Introduction
History

_ p LESBIAN & GAY EMPLOYMENT RIGHTS )LAGER) was Originally conceived

This Annual Report covers the period since March 1984 during which LAGER by a group of white’ midd1e_C1aSS gay mEn' The few white’ middle-Class
h. b f d d b E a h % _ 1 _ _  lesbians who were involved in the Steering Committee and then theas een. unde y the GLC Industry a employment Comittee and during which

, _ r _ Management Committee, when the initial interviews for workers took place,fundamental changes have occured both in terms or aims and structure. ,

These alterations were necessitated by the original Greater London Lesbian of LAGER were defined by white, midd1e_C1aSS gay men who Saw the Organisation
and Gay Employment Campaign steering group's failure to contemplate or tackle
a number of fundamental issues eg. racism and sexism.

Progress in this first year has not been as rapid as we initially hoped,partly
D... |>-1| l"'1 H‘)as a result of the above problems,but also due to: - iculties in dealing

with a large bureaucratic organisationga problem of personnel with one (male)
member of staff which consumed much energy but which has now been amicably
resolvedgdifficulties of LASER breaking new ground researching specifically
into lesbian and gay un/employment issues;and,finally,attempting to live in
the poisoned enviroment of concerted attacks on local democracy,the voluntary
sector,lesbian and gay groups and individuals in particular.
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Nina & Ron
pp Management Committee

*3

were only involved in a very tokenistic way. Thus the aims and objectives

as operating as a single issue campaign, combatting anti-gay discrimination
in employment, largely through working with the Trade Unions. we are
using the term anti—gay advisedly, as looking through the papers produced
by the original Steering Committee seeking funding, it is clear that
they are written from a very male—defined perspective. An understanding
of employment issues relevant to lesbians, both black and white, is totally
absent from these papers, as is any discussion of how wider employment
issues affect lesbians and gay men.

The original interviews for workers were carried out by three white gay
men and two white lesbians, ( 'token' lesbians one of whom had not been
very involved with LAGER but had been drafted onto the otherwise all male
gay interviewing panel. )

Three workers were appointed, two white, gentile, gay men, one working-
class and one middle+class, and one middle—class Jewish lesbian. The
lesbian worker appointed attended one Management Committee meeting where
she realised that she was expected to work in a totally male hierarchical
structure, where very basic power issues had not begun to be challenged.
In response, the lesbian worker made proposals to the Management Comittee
which resulted in its imediate dissolution. It was replaced by two separate
support groups, one for lesbians workers and one for the gay male workers.
Together the two support groups would constitute the Management Committee.
The lesbians would work autonomously within LAGER answerable only to the
lesbian support group. The Management Committee accepted these proposals,

the men realising at this point, that they had no alternative if they wanted
to ensure a future for LAGER. No lesbians were going to want involvement in
the project as it was constituted.



THE PRESENT SITUATION

‘we are going to be moving to new offices within Southbank House within the

Lesbian Employment Rights
Once an autonomous lesbian support group had been established, they
advertised for a second lesbian worker with agreement that Lesbian

next three to four weeks. Our present office,(one room) makes it impossible Employment Rights would act affirmatively towards Black lesbian
for the lesbian workers to operate autonomously. This will be particularly true applicants. The lesbian support group was aware that the employment of
true this year as the GLC has now funded us for four time workers. In the
previus year, three full—time posts were split three—quarter time between
the two lesbian workers and the two gay male workers. The decision has been
taken that the fourth post should be filled by a Black gay man.

Our new address will be Rooms 202-203 Southbank House, BlackPrince Road,
London SE1 7SJ. (The phone numbers will be the same as at present).

*3

one Black worker would not redress the imbalance of power that already
existed with LAGER, but they felt that LaGER.should no longer function
as a grgup Qf white Qnly w()1‘ke1'3,{ In May 1981}, an Asian l€Sbi8I‘1 W88

appointed. .

Once the two lesbian workers were in post , there were discussions with the
lesbian support group about the aims and objectives of LESBIAN EMPLOYMENT
RIGHTS. It was felt that many of the original aims and objectives of LAGER,
as devised by the gay men, had little or no relevance for lesbians. The
Trade Union.movement does not meet the needs of many women workers , being
a male-dominated, white, heterosexist and hierarchical movement. Unemployment
that is affecting increasingly large numbers of lesbian workers has not
even been identified as a subject for research work. we also discussed in detail
the terms 'heterosexism‘ and ‘homophobia’ and defined the need to research,
analyse and identify all the ways in which heterosexism acts as an
institution of oppression towards lesbians in their workplaces, and in
their lives generally.

The basis of Lesbian Employment Rights Work

Heterosexism.is directed against both lesbians and gay men. It is the form
of oppression by which heterosexual women and men, in.their assumption.that
heterosexuality is the norm , exert ,through institutional, cultural and
economic discrimination, their supposed right to dominance.

As heterosexism manifests itself in all areas of day to day life, it is
clear that it is used to oppress lesbians and gay men in relation to
employment . Lesbians, in addition to heterosexism, are discriminated
against on the grounds of sex. Sexism deeply affects the areas of work
open to women and the conditions under which women work; for example
sexual harassment in the workplace.

\



Evidently, the experience of sexism distinguishes lesbian oppression in
employment from that of gay men in employment. Consequently, Lesbian
Eployment Rights works directly in the areas of lesbian rather than ‘gay’ These meetings would culminate in a one day conference in which the
emploment issues, and concentrates on combatting anti-lesbian discrimination. information gathered would be disseminated and diSCUSS€d- It would

also provide a much needed forum for women involved in various areas

"Whilst dealing with anti-lesbian discrimination as one form of oppression, of research relevant to womens' un/employment to meet and discuss their
it is vital to see the link between this and other forms of oppression. The ‘work.
assumption that all lesbians regard anti-lesbian discrimination as the .
primary form of oppression is wrong. Depending on whether we are, Black,
Lesbians of Colour, Irish, Jewish, lesbians with disabilities, lesbian . .Adv1ce/Information
mothers, working-class lesbians,older or younger lesbians, we prioritise
differently according to our different positions in society. Treating ‘we run a drop—in advice and information service for lesbians in the
the challenge of heterosexism as an isolated oppression, ignores the London area every Tuesday. we have a selection of reference books and
experience and therefore the realities of racism, sexism and discrimination pamphlets relating to employment law and employment issues as they affect
on the grounds of class, disability, status as mother and age. Addressing women and lesbians in particular. Appointments are made with with lesbians both
one form.of oppression on its own leaves other forms of oppression inside and outside office hours, if, for example, our office is not
unchallenged and is therefore counter-productive. accessible to theml'We are involved in individual advice casework.where

R anti-lesbian discrimination has taken place both at job application stage
and in actual employment. Whilst we do not act in a legal capacity, we

' _ . . . . g . . . d . 1Areas of Lesblan Employment Rlghts Work maintain contact with lesbians solicitors experience in emp oyment
legislation, to whom we make referrals when appropriate. we have also
established contacts with lesbian workers in several Law Centres in the

Outreach Greater London area.

In the Greater London Area, we have established contact with Women's groups, we feel that it is extremely important to stress that anti-lesbian
centres, organisations, Employment Projects, Black Women's centres/Groups, discrimination does not only take the form of dismissals or lack of
lesbian Trade Unionists and individual women. we publicise our existence promotion. In the day to day experiece of lesbians, it manifests itself I
through mail—outs, leafletting and advertising open.meetings that we in all stages of employment, from recruitment of staff to actual

organise at different venues in London. We have attended and run several harassment at work. Heterosexist assumptions equally affect lesbians
workshops on lesbian employment issues at women only conferences and for who are not ‘out’ at work, forcing them to constantly have to cope with
International Women's Day. Some of the workshops were open to heterosexual the strain of concealing their lesbianism, whilst being subject to anti-

women, some were Black women only and others Black lesbians only. . lesbian attitudes from their co—workers and employers. Furthermore, it
is vital to emphasise that lesbians are also discriminated against on the

we plan to organise and run a series of open meetings to provide for and grounds of race, class, disability and gender. Therefore, being 'out'
collect further information on lesbian un/employment issues. This information at work.for many lesbians is not the fundamental issue.
would be in relation to lesbians as employers and lesbians with‘responsibility
for staff recruitment as these are key areas to be explored in two of the
proposed workshops to date.



Heterosexism Awareness Training from the survey. In addition, extracts from more in-depth interviews with

lesbians, who were willing to provide more extensive information than
We have held several meetings to discuss with lesbians issues in connection that required by the survey, wiii he inoinded in the report_
with Heterosexism Awareness Training with the object of setting up a network we see this report es not oniy fiiiing an information gap in ieshion
of potential trainers. A ‘Training the Trainers course for lesbians on/empioyment issues, but it wiii provide e mnoh needed reoonroe for

inteteeted in facilitating and running Heterosexism-Awareness Training D Local Authorities, the public sector and other employers as well as being
courses has been conducted by an experienced lesbian trainer. I e resource for the ieshien oommnnity in London_ t
A follow-up one day course is planned to develop and improve on various
training methods . Fol lowing this course , we hope that there wil 1 be a 7'"""""‘"""""‘”"”"""“"""“"'“"‘_‘i“""""'"""""'“"""'“'
pool of trainers available who can offer courses in Heterosexism Awareness
Training to Local Authorities, Trade Union, the Voluntary Sector and any We would like to thank Nina,Jane,l-Ielen and Jo, our support group, for all the
other interested groups of workers. Already, several Local Authorities, with time and energy they have put into LESBIAN EMPLOYMENT RIGHTS over the past
a conrnitment to challenging heterosexism, have expressed interest in such year, and the Support they have given to US, the two lesbian W0l'ke1TS-
courses. We envisage that Heterosexism Awareness Training courses will be Unfortunately, both within LESBIAN EMPLOYMENT RIGHTS and on the Management
under way within the next few months. Committee of LAGER, they have had to spend a lot of time dealing with

personnel problems arising from the gay male side of the project. These
problems have consumed much valuable time and energy, both of the LER
workers and the support group, and we are all very relieved that they

Research
have now been resolved.

To date detailed information specifically relating to anti-lesbian
discriminat ion in unemployment and employment is virtual ly non-existent . *i“'i"i""‘"""iliiiiiii""""'*i"T""""‘iJ“J‘i'$"ii"iii"i""‘”"'i"ii'ii'"”'ii'ii'i***itit*i"ii'iiti"ii'¢J“'“'“'“LJ47."twinkibitiialiiiii'WiMALMiMiiiiiiiiwi‘MLit

We have, therefore, carried out a London-wide survey as a means of identifying
and researching the various kinds of discrimination faced by lesbians in
relation to un/employment and the extent to which anti-lesbian
discrimination affects lesbians in all areas od un/employment.

The questionnaire was designed to ensure that all sections of it relate not
only to anti-lesbian discrimination but also to discrimination on the
grounds of race, sex, class, disability , status as mother amd age.
W l ' 1."O(l d '1 Cl i ' ll ' :?:?'7'3‘-‘:1:?'“""'i'1'3?'1'7‘3Z313111i1;3:?11'3:1i3'3I3i-I4'3‘e are p anning to p uce a etai e report, incorporating t e experiences
of lesbians from a variety of backgrounds, both unemployed, (e. g. dealing s;';‘._.:_'::_,
with the D.H.S.S. , Job Centres etc.) and employed (e.g. different types E
of jobs, areas of work,lesbians who are ‘out’ at work, differing Equal 1'-115551 117131375 2
Opportunities policies how Trade Union do/not relate to lesbians etc.),

The report is to include statistical data as well as information drawn
, . -u _ , - 1

- I I

'5' Ol 587 1636 (Lesbions only)



Work undertaken by gay men in LAGER
The gay male support group of LAGER at the moment consists of three white
‘men from.the Management-Committee and one white, gay male worker. We are,
at present, advertising for a second gay man to join the project. Despite
the problems we have had to deal with in the past year, much valuable work
has been initiated and our plans for the next year have been guided by our

‘b

Trade Union work

‘we have worked to create an awarcncss within Trade Union structures,
of issues affecting gay men in un/employment, by means of contacts made,
i.e. throught the first newsletter. Future work with Trade Unions will
centre on research into Equal Opportunities policies implementation, and
advice into contacts within the T.U. movement who could help the project

previous work Before outlining past and future work owe would like to thank to embark upon Heterosexism Awareness training courses‘- a

Richard Nurick for the work he has carried out for this project before his
resignation, and Bob Cant, whose temporary retirement from the project due
to ill—health was deeply regretted.  

Survey of gay community

'We have compiled a fact finding issue based survey, produced initially in
draft form.for consultation with the gay male community; it is now in
circulation in its final form. We hope to have the results of this survey
in.by the end of June, 1985, when the information will then be compiled on
computer, and a comprehensive report will be published. Future research and
information gathering projects will be defined to a great degree by the
results of the current survey.

LAGER Newsletter

In the late summer, 1984, a Trade Union Newsletter was produced by a member
of the gay male support group of LAGER. It was aimed at sympathetic Trade
Unionists and carried articles from Trade Unions whose support for lesbians
and gay men.had increased in recent years,( mainly due to activism.of gay
nole and lesbian members within those unions. )It was also hoped that it
‘would generate similar developments within other Trade Unions. The
Newsletter was widely circulated. The support lesbians and gay men gave
to the minerg(Lesbians & Gays Support the Miners) over the past year and
the reciprocal support they received is an indication of the gains that can
be made within Trade Unions which previously had been unsympathetic.

Publicising LAGER

We have spent some time attempting to establish a high public profile within
the gay male community and the Trade Unions. This has not succeeded to the
extent that we would have wished, partly because no money was allocated,
in the original budget, to advertise ourselves and the services which we
provide and partly because of the lack of previous research in this direction
We were to some extent ‘feeling in the dark‘ . However, we now hope , with
the experiences of the past year behind us, to adopt a much higher general
profile. By doing so, we can attract and disseminate more information and
establish research credibility wihtin the gay male and Trade Union movements.
We are concerned to achieve maximum public input so that comprehensive
research can be presented to the gay male community for action and
campaigning as is deemed appropriate.

An area of work which we would like to initiate in the coming year relates
to companies not directly reliant upon public sector money. It is especially
specific to those enterprises which figure hhqnihy in the ‘pink’ (i.e. gay
‘male orientated ) economy, such as breweries and leisure based companies.

Q 1This research would centre upon looking at their Equal Opportunities policies,
employment practices and their company identification and imnage.



Case work

ewe acknowledge the importance of assisting individuals in a supportive
"way, but recognise the centrality of the Trade Unions in supporting
aggrieved workers. A body of research on individ al experiences would,
however, prove invaluable in helping those fightiag anti-gay male
discrimination and it could be used to uncover concerted attacks upon
gay male workers. Information gathered on Employment Law is clearly of
use to gay men in any dispute and we hope to produce a clear and understandable
fact-sheet (similar to bust-cards) outlining procedures and a legal check.
list.

A.I.D.S. and Employment

An increasing amount of our telephone enquiries over the past year related
not only to men being gay, but ,more alarmingly, to having to cope with
badly informed colleagues in relation to Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome (AIDS). These calls have reported a range of incidents from
taunting at work to situations where men who are gay( or in some cases only
suspected of being gay) being asked to use disposable plates and cups and
separate tiolet facilities. AIDS has been used by some reactionary elements
as a stick.with which to beat the gay male community. LAGER male support
group will become involved in information campaign work to educate the
Trade Unions etc on the issues involved as well as continuing to provide
individual help. we have sponsored a Labour Movement conference, to be held
at the end of May, 1985. we hope that this conference will, not only address
the medical affects of AIDS, but will also highlight the jingoistic way in
which.this has been represented.

xr xx \r \/ xr K! xr \I \r xx \r r xx x: tr xx \: xx 1 \! \: \! xx xx \I \! at \! \/ \ \: \: xx \I xx \ \1 xi xx xx xx xx \f xi xi \r \ xx xr \/ xx
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Ioint Work carried out by LAGER

Most of the joint work carried out by the group so far has been in the
field Qf local government, LAGER was approached as an organisation to

work alongside the existing local lesbian and gay male group and Trade Unions
within the London Borough of Haringey, in order to help them develop their
policies and practices. This was the first time , to our knowledge, that an

outside group had been approached to perform such a function. It was also
very informative, in that it gave us an insight into the best ways to affect
an approach to heterosexism.from scratch which importantly involved all the
groups in the borough. On another level, Lambeth Employment Services have
contacted us with a view to reporting to the local Lesbian and Gay Working
Party on the feasibility of us running workshops on employment issues as
they affect lesbians and gay men. we have responded with suggestions on
both the form that such workshops might take and also on literature which
would help initiate discussion. we have also been exploring the possibility
of becoming involved in the development of Heterosexism Awareness Training
courses which local authorities will be running in the near future.
Other independant initiatives on H.A.T. courses have been suggested, with
LAGER developing themlin co-ordination with certain other voluntary sector
organisations ( Alcoholics Recovery Service etc) and with individuals who
intend to start group therapy sessions along these lines.
we have been approached by groups to give advice on interview and selection
procedures, the work on which is very much still in its infancy.

Future Work: ewe intend to develop fully the work which we have discussed
in the above section; but we have also pinpointed some other areas where we
feel valuable research. and groundwork is necessary. we intend to hold a
joint conference on importaqgrissues affecting lesbians and gay men in the
London area some time within the next six months. we feel that it is important
to study the many and differing Equal Opportunities Policies which councils
and unions have in order to: monitor the groups their EOP is supposed to
cover, ascertain the effectiveness of such policies and to identify the
gaps in their policies and practices as they affect lesbians and gay men.
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On the next page we have printed a list of Trade Union Lesbian and Gay groups
The list lS limited only to TU Lesbian and Gay groups and is not conclusive,
but it is intended to provide information not normally available in other info/
contact sheets. A



r.

LISTING OF TRADE UNION LESBIAN AND GAY GROUPS.

Civil and Public Services Gay Group
Telephone: O1-672-0316 (Evenings only)

Gay Welfare Workers Group
c/o lOOc, Knightshill, West Norwood, London SE 27

Gay Teachers Group
BM Gay Teacher, London WClN 3XX

Teachers in Further & Higher Education Gay Group.
c/o 5, Caledonian Road.London Nl.

NALGO Metropolitan District Lesbian & Gay Group
c/o 7 Pickwick Court, London SE9.

N.U.J. Lesbian & Gay Group
BM NUJ LGG, London WClN 3XX

NUR Lesbian & Gay Group
c/o LCGR 39 Chippenham Road,
London W9 ZAH.

Lesbians & Gays in TASS (LEGIT)
c/o LCGR 39 Chippenham Road, London W9 ZAH

APEX Lesbian & Gay Group
c/o LCGR 39 Chippenham Road,
London W9 3AH

TGWU Lesbian & Gay Group (LGTG)
I

"1c/o LAGER.Room 205 Southbank House, Black Prince Road
London SE1 7SJ.

Lesbians & Gays in B.I.F.U.
C/O Peter Freeman, 2 Gwynfryn Road,
Pntardulais, Swansea SA4 ILG
Telephone: 0792-884-l53(evenings and weekends).
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